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Paperback. Condition: New. 359 pages. The author has openly stated that the next devastating
earthquake andor tsunami is likely to be somewhere in an area of California, but the quandary now
faced if his thinking proves to be correct is, does this SWOP conspiracy theory novel (STOP WORLD
OVER POPULATION) explain using earthquakes in order to curb over population of our planetThe
Culling is his third published work during 2014 and the story is that Western Governments use
scientific evidence that within a few years their world faces disaster from uncontrolled population
explosion; especially by burgeoning third-world countries probably creating extra desert regions to
ruin the industrialised world. No government could openly admit that it intends killing tens of
millions of unwanted people worldwide. A number of major international conglomerates
collectively called The Affiliation are enlisted to conceal this man-made earthquake programme
without any awkward questions being raised. . . It is a survival war!His first published work was
published in 1989 and was a fictional political thriller named African Chess (Now revamped,
updated and published in March). African Chess was loosely based on his South African upbringing
and the then apartheid system in place before Nelson Mandelas release from...
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Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Jarrell Kovacek-- Jarrell Kovacek

Here is the greatest pdf i have got read through till now. It typically will not charge excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning when you question me).
-- Eulalia Langosh-- Eulalia Langosh
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